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 Urban riverfront is a significant issue in investigating the lack of green corridors in 
urban areas in terms of socio-cultural development associated with nature. Tajan River 
in Sari city has always been identified as a prominent part of urban landscapes, 
ecologies, and socio-cultural interactions. Unfortunately, the current strategies and 
policies which have been conducted on Tajan River caused riverfront’s landscape to 
alter to a derelict area and forgotten river without any harmony with city paradigm. The 
objectives of the study is focused on proposing efficient approaches for developing the 
socio-cultural design of Tajan Riverfront. The present study is conducted based on a 
qualitative method which includes interview and observation. The results indicated that 
the socio-cultural approaches suggested in the study may improve the multi-functions 
of a development of Tajan riverfront. This finding contributes to urban planners, 
landscape designers, and city policy makers, who intend to develop the landscape of 
urban rivers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Riverfront plays a challenging role in developing an urban area. It is also an important resource for 
escaping the stress of city lifestyle. The urban rivers provide various opportunities for their residents that 
increase the quality of life with the all of its aspects such as, economic, cultural and social[1]. In addition, 
riverfront and its greenery corridor caused to reduce water pollution, improve the species variety, or even 
moderate climatic changes in their urban areas and surroundings [2].  
 Many rivers around the world, are located inside cities.  Therefore, alongside these rivers are usually 
engaged by residential and industrial areas, flood control services, or derelict areas which have impact on the 
accessibility to the riverfront. The number of these rivers in urban areas are surrounded by derelict areas or 
slums, which also have seriously influenced on the public accessibility to the riverfront. Although a number of 
urban riverfronts have been improved in the world; the lack of concerns about these rehabilitation activities still 
exist [3,4].  
 In this paper, the problems which Tajan riverfront encountered with them are firstly discussed. Then, a 
guideline is presented for designing Tajan riverfront in Sari in terms of socio-cultural development. 
 
2.0 Literature Review: 
 An integrated knowledge of landscape ecology, environmental design, urban planning, and hydrology 
science are needed for beneficial developing of riverfront. Multifunctional activities around the riverfront give 
more chance to residents in order to participate in socio-cultural interactions[1]. The harmony with urban river 
and visitors is affected by the riverfront design, which is the spine of an ecological and socio- cultural 
development of riverfront and urbanity. These approaches may be river corridor protection, flood control, and 
the river accessibility [3,5]. 
 Accessibility to urban riverfronts, as a significant part of urban public space, should be easily achieved for 
its visitors with suitable transportation, regardless of financial resources or physical abilities. In fact, it is a basic 
aspect inducing social interaction and accessibility in urban riverfront [6]; for instance, with providing the new 
bridges for pedestrians with considering the public spaces along the riverside to more connection of the river 
makes a further opportunities to access the riverfront. Cleanliness and safety with consideration the recreational 
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areas such as boating strolling and fishing act as a key to the achievement of the usage of urban riverfront[1,6]. 
When choosing areas for attracting the tourism some factors should be considered. These factors can be public 
water access, fishing or hunting, accessibility to recreational zones, rivers views and waterways, travel 
corridors, finding and protecting of landscape vistas [7]. 
 
2.1 Study area: 
 The urban riverfront of Tajan River is chosen as a study area, which is located in the center of Sari city, 
Iran. Tajan River with a length of around 170 km originates from Alborz Mountain and after receiving many 
small rivers, meandering through the Sari city and then entrance the Caspian Sea. The riverfront of Tajan River 
includes the agricultural areas, plantation lands and the cultivation of paddy fields. The water of the river is used 
for irrigation of agricultural lands, farming, and industrial services, and providing an aquatic ecosystem around 
the site. Tajan River has the potential to participate the organization of people, ecosystem, society and culture 
activities[8]. Tajan River is one of the important rivers of the Caspian Sea catchment area. Tajan River same as 
other rivers in the north of the Iran has water pollution, sewage pollution, poor management and absent concern 
about its aesthetic, nature and human society. Moreover, the Tajan Riverfront is currently being neglected in the 
socio-cultural development and act as a forgotten river [9]. Around 1.5 km long of two sides of Tajan riverfront 
is chosen as a study area, which is between Tajan Bridge and Darab Railroad Bridge. The reason to select this 
area (1.5 Km Between two bridges) as a study area is the location of this part of the river passing from the urban 
area in the east of the Sari city. The riverfront of this part of the river has been surrounded by derelict areas and 
its view has been blocked with high residential buildings (Figure 1). 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Study Area. 
 
2.2 Socio- cultural Principle:  
 In order to identify the socio-cultural approaches of riverfront, three river restoration projects have been 
chosen based on their urban context environment as well as socio- cultural development. Table 1 is a conceptual 
framework of socio- cultural principles and approaches based on 3 different projects. The projects are; Cheong 
Gye Cheon River in Korea, Los Angeles River in the United States and Yongning River Park in China.  Details 
for each project have been examined carefully by the context of location, scale, environment and the nature of 
them.  
 
3.0 Methodology: 
 A qualitative method based on observation and interview with experts is chosen for socio- cultural 
development of the Tajan riverfront. Approximately 1.5 Kilometers of Tajan Riverfront were discovered by 
self-observation and collected the information from existing maps and photos in the summer of 2012. 
 The open-ended questions were chosen for interview with experts; tree experts has chosen based on their 
background and criteria of Tajan river; two landscape architects, one has experience of the river design (Expert 
1) and another has experience in the urban areas (Expert 2) and one architect (Expert 3). They are familiar with 
Tajan riverfront’s issues and opportunities with a practical background. The interview was done in the second 
semester of 2012.  
 According to the research methodology, in an initial stage, the issues of Tajan riverfront and potential 
answers regardless to these issues are identified through the socio-cultural development from literature and 
observation. Then, proper data were collected by personal observation and then were validated and verified by 
academic experts. The result of the research is based on this output. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 The data collected from the site observation and interview will be analyzed and discussed.  
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4.1 Site Observation Result: 
 Tajan River is one of the main rivers in the north of Iran same as another riverfront in that area, is currently 
being neglected in the socio-cultural development and being a forgotten part of the city. Moreover, human 
interposition has seriously influenced its function and visual beauty; as a result, has been degraded by 
residential and industrial growths along its riverside [13]. According to the site observation, the east of the river 
is a rural area which is converted by agricultural field and west of the river is an urban area. In the urban 
development zone, the constructing of buildings are increasing. 
 
Table 1: Socio-cultural Principles and approaches based on 3 different projects. 

Principle Approach 
Proposed 

by 
Access to the 

water with physical 
way 

1. pedestrian pathways and sloped bank lead visitors to the riverfront [10] 
2. Open spaces are provided for incoming the riparian zone with the sense of wasteland. [11] 

3. to access to water used  sloped pavements ,stepping stones, and steps [10] 

Set up facilities for 
water playing or 

viewing 

1. Tree matrix and pedestrian paths are used for water appreciation. [12] 
2. for water-based renovation, create temporary pools and lakes with proposed the plan to 

install inflatable rubber dams. 
[13] [12] 

3. Rocks and springs and riparian platforms are installed treading stones are used in the 
broader area with natural look setting waterfalls and springs were installed. 

[14] 

Install safety 
protections and 

explanatory signs 

1. Ensure exit of the water access provide a warning system of high flow flood and provide 
effectiveness of removal. 

[10] 

2. Fences are installed at the pedestrian paths ends which are raised overhead water. [10] 

Restore or build 
bridges for pedestrians 

1.The paths across wetland act as bridges to the riparian zones [13] 
2.restored the historical bridges and highway buttresses [12] 

3. to memorialize the history and the culture, sculptures were created [12] 
Use floodplain as 

public green spaces 
with waterline rise/ 

slope 

1.varaiety groups of plants represent multifunctional places separated by different flood lines [11] 

2. Stepped, sloped and stone pavement structures can allow people to read water level change 
in different seasons. 

[13] 

 
Link communities 

1. The riverside is used to hold concerts, party, performance, or celebrate during big events. [11] 
2. collected and donated to local charity by visitors for good luck  which were tossed coins in 

the river 
[13] 

Improving the  river 
identity 

1. Tree matrix with architectural boxes expresses the stories of the river and the city. [12] 
2. Culture features such as pavement patterns and landmarks, also historical expectations for 

example the reunification of North and South Korea, are underlined. 
[12] [13] 

Provide walking trails 1. pedestrian and bike paths and multiuse trails are proposed sideways of the river [13] [15] 
Developing the  

tourism attraction 
1. to create nightscape for residents and tourists use the lighting projects [22] 

Provide alternate 
transportation 

1. Provide grade-separated structures for bike, vehicles, and pedestrian intercrossing in diverse 
surfaces. 

[12] 

2.Making non-motorized networks between daily used facilities  and river in a 1 5 km 
diameter 

[15] 

Use site as public 
green spaces for 

activities 

1. The place is used for political rallies, ceremonies, performance or concerts in during big 
events or festivals. 

[14] 

Restoration of 
historical and cultural 

Sites 

1. Bright historic streams that once run into the river back to surface. [10][12] 
2. Encourage public art involved in riverfront. [12] 

3.The concept is to present the cooperative effort of Korea unification [10] 
Improve character of 

communities 
1. Different cultural, artistic elements, and environmental of the diverse zones of the city 

should be encouraged. 
[12] 

 
 One old railroad bridge and one old bridge are connected in these two areas together. In the end, all of the 
observations are reported in the following section. 
 
4.1.1 Shortage of Accessibility to the Site: 
 Tajan River is located in the east of the Sari, which divides the city into the two parts. They are few 
pedestrian and roadway to access the river and are in a delicate situation for passing around the road. For 
instance, the pedestrian ways do not have an appropriate condition in order to trees to make the shade and 
shadow and suitable payment for winter time or rainy days. Thus, lack of accessibility to the side to affect the 
riverfront of Tajan River is going to be forgotten corner of the Sari city. One of the main factors that more 
people to visit a site is suitable accessibility. Moreover, two sides of the river are linked by Tajan Bridge, which 
is used for vehicles and one railroad which is used for the train. Therefore, linkage from both sides of the river 
can be increased with a pedestrian bridge to increase the sense of connection (Figure 2). 
 
4.1.2 Tajan River’s Identity Crisis: 
 Although the Tajan Bridge has been built many years ago, but by new renovating and adding new structure 
cause to the Tajan River has loosed its identity. Also the recreational area, which is located in the east of the site 
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and the Darab Bridge, which is used as a railroad, are constructed without any identity of Sari city. Thus, 
conservation and preservation of cultural and heritage values should be done carefully, systematically and 
wisely in order to revive identify of Tajan River. It has potential to be developed into cultural and heritage 
tourism, linking various cultural activities with the existing heritage building, such as the old bridge 
strengthening the identity of the Tajan River (Figure 3). 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Current condition of Accessibility to the Tajan River. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Current condition of Tajan Bridge.  
 
4.1.3 Greenery Crisis: 
 The results of the observation indicate that most areas of the site are derelict lands with lack of greenery. 
Some part of these areas were plantation area and rice fields. Nowadays, just the small area of the site is parking 
and recreation area that is designed with simple playground equipment and low-density trees. A vast part of the 
riverside is derelict lands and has been a place for human rubbish and construction wastes. Thus, this area needs 
to improve by function planning and suitable designing for flora and fauna and also for people that visit the site 
during the day and night (Figure 4). 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Current condition of area around the site.        
 
4.1.4 Lack of Public Facility: 
 The study of the site has shown that some important factors along the river for making the riverside 
attractive dramatically are weak. These issues could be categorized into the lack of public facilities such as 
hardscape, benches, and trash bins. In addition has not consider any proper facilities for physical disabilities 
people in the riverfront. As a result, the users feel uncomfortable and unfriendly place to visit. Then, the 
riverside of Tajan River is going to be neglected and forgotten more and more. Unfortunately, along the 
riverside has not installed any lighting facilities. This would lead to a dark and unsafe area during the night 
time. It means, the riverfront has loosed its visitors during the night (Figure 5). 
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Fig. 5: Current condition of Tajan riverfront’s facilities.        
 
4.1.5 Lack of Public Activity: 
 The result of poor planning is obvious. The small part of the east of the river is developed as simple 
recreational area. The rest of the site is not developed yet.  However, the Tajan riverfront has the potential to be 
a multifunctional area with different purposes. The site observation shows that the people around the site does 
not have any place for gathering, enjoying, relaxing and or any related activities to the urban river. For example, 
the middle part of the site is vast and suitable for gathering place, such as a public plaza. The riparian area 
around the river is suitable for walking or cycling area. The site has opportunities for the fishing area. 
Therefore, it is important to have a dynamic and proper planning for the Sari city in order to change its 
riverfront’s scenario (Figure 6). 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Current condition of Tajan riverfront’s activities.  
    
4.2 Interview: 
 The issues of Tajan River have been identified and certified by the experts. However, the experts add 
principles and approaches of these issues in table 2. These approaches may improve the Tajan River socio-
cultural landscape. 
 
4.3 Recommended guideline: 
 The results of Table 1, Table 2 and site observation are triangulated, then are validated by the experts. The 
validated outputs are then develop into recommended guideline of the socio-cultural development for Tajan 
riverfront (Table 3). 
 An alternative developed plan is designed based on the recommended guideline and study of the site 
(Figure 7). This design is shown the opportunities of Tajan Riverfront as an alive and attractive place with 
multi-functional activities and different senses of the environment. 
 

 
 
Fig. 7: alternative developed plan for Tajan riverfront.  
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Table 2: Socio-cultural principles and approaches of Tajan Riverfront according to expert’s recommendations. 
 Principle Approach 

1.
E

xp
er

t 1
 Visual enhancement and public activity in both 

areas 
1.Panoramic view by different landmarks for every space 

2. Use of mound as one of the facilities for viewing 
Provide enough urban furniture and suitable 

lighting 
Park furniture, lighting and pavement should portray the historical and cultural image of Sari city. 

Tourist attraction 
Due to the potential in sari city, the Tajan river can play the role as a breathing place of city with adsorption and 

desorption techniques act as part of the requirements of the metropolitan (Properties of magnet). 

1.
E

xp
er

t 2
 

Linkage for people Increase the sense of connection and  ease of movement 
Elevated boardwalk is prepared along the 

preserved mangrove forest area in order for the 
community to be closer with the nature 

ecosystem 

1. Preservation of existing mangrove swamps and introduction of new mangrove species is encouraged to increase the 
diversity of the mangrove forest. 

2. Construction of hardscape such as boardwalk shall not damage or minimize the damages to the existing mangrove 
swamps. 

Make more composition between urban and 
rural area 

1.When the river is flowing throughout the border of the rural and urban area, it is the opportunity to suitable design for 
composition between two areas 

2. Flexible ecological and sustainable design 

1.
E

xp
er

t 3
 Provide walking trails 

 

1.Pedestrian paths spread from urban setting to the riparian area 
2. Pedestrian and bike paths and multiuse trails are proposed sideways of the river. 

3. On both sides of the river need to be continuous with wide buffer and walking or biking trail. 
4. Make constant pedestrian and bicycle trail on top of the levee or in the buffers. 

5. The trail for bicycle user and pedestrian are recommended on top of the embankment. 
Provide public facilities 1.provide enough urban furniture and suitable lighting 

Connect the activity in the river front 
1. Displacement of the railroad bridge as a disconnection between the green area 

2.More linkage between urban and rural area 

 
Table 3: Socio-cultural approaches and design recommendations of Riverfront design for Tajan River. 

1. Shortage of public access to the Tajan River 
Principle Design Recommendations 

Provide alternate transportation 
 

1. Providing a continuous trail for access, walking and cycling along the river corridor to ease movement and connection. 
2. Making non-motorized networks between daily used facilities and river in a 1.5 km diameter 

3.  The urban traffic focus on more pedestrian-friendly amenities and developments of public transportation mean later the highway was 
destroyed. 

Reconnected the community with 
the river and nature 

1. provide variable accessibility and linkages along the river corridor and green spaces 
2. Boardwalk 

3 .Make a different kind of promenades 
4.Fascinating walkway with eco-friendly material and non-motorized transport (green way) 

2. Tajan River’s Identity Crisis 

Improving the river identity  and 
revitalize the history, culture and 

identity of Tajan river 

1. Tree matrix with architectural boxes expresses the stories of the river and the city. 
2. Culture features such as pavement patterns and landmarks 

3. Revival of forgotten identity 
4. Preservation of historical and cultural values which have significant  value in the history, architecture,  administration , religion , 

culture and reflect the image of Sari city 

Restoration of historical and cultural 
Sites 

1. Conceptual boxes present the singular local features and give people the experiences of from mysterious to adventurous to peaceful. 
2. To improve public perceptions, highlight local activities 

3. Different cultural, artistic elements, and environmental of the diverse zones of the city should be encouraged. 
4. Provide storyboards of cultural traditions and history events to inform the people. 

3. Greenery’s crisis 

Offer visual, vistas and overlooks 
access 

 

1.provided open and semi-open spaces with various plant combinations 
2. Offer views of the river and riverside leading people to the water’s edge. 

3. Offer promenade with river view, benches and tree shadow. 
4. Provide visual access with high canopy trees at the riverside. 

Elevated boardwalk is prepared 
along the preserved mangrove forest 

area 

1. Preservation of existing mangrove swamps and introduction of new mangrove species is encouraged to increase the diversity of the 
mangrove forest. 

2. Construction of hardscape such as boardwalk shall not damage or minimize the damages to the existing mangrove swamps. 
4. Lack of public activity 

Use site as public green spaces for 
activities 

 

1. For residents' daily need provide plazas and green spaces. 
2. The place is used to hold political rallies, ceremonies, performance or concerts in during big events or festivals. 

3. For social and recreation provide people open spaces. 
4. For public sports fields provide green spaces. 

5. For historic ceremony or cultural festival activities provide public open spaces. 
6. Encourage riverfront activities with mix uses of space and ensure an inclusive, accessible and active waterside activity. 

7.  Outdoor activities such as outdoor dining are encouraged instead of indoor activities to add proximity to the natural water flow. 
8. Resting point to be provided at a maximum walking distance of 400 m. 

9. Natural exploration, mini forest walks 
10.  To reduce urban stress and creates a place to rejuvenate refreshing and escape to the city. 

Study river environmental and 
cultural features over education 

programs 

1. Resonate the synergy between environment and development. 
2.  Engaging the community in the water conservation project by increasing the awareness and encouraging participation with educating 

the public 

Linked communities 
1. Increase the sense of connection and pride with doing a concerts, party, performance, or celebrate during big events. 

2. Collected and donated to local charity by visitors for good luck which were tossed coins (related to the culture). 
3. Suggest resting and sitting areas by commercial districts. 

Set up facilities for water playing or 
water viewing 

1. Tree matrix and pedestrian paths are used for water appreciation. 
2. For water-based renovation, create temporary pools and lakes with proposed the plan to install inflatable rubber dams. 

3. Rocks and springs and riparian platforms are installed treading stones are used in the broader area with natural look setting waterfalls 
and springs were installed. 

Visual enhancement and public 
activity in both areas 

1. Residents and tourism use the place mainly for walking and sight viewing. 
2.Panoramic view by different landmarks for every space 

3. Use of mound as one of the facilities for viewing 
5. Lack of public facilities 

Restore or build bridges for 
pedestrians 

 

1.The paths across wetland act as bridges to the riparian zones 
2. Restored the historic bridges and highway buttresses 

3. To memorialize the history and culture were created the sculptures 
4. For crossing water proposes a graceful pedestrian bridge 

5. Provide sloped pavement and steps into the compound water channel. 

Developing the tourism attraction 
 

1. To create nightscape for residents and tourists use the lighting projects 
2. To attract more tourists to the park, was established the art gallery by the wetland. 

3.Proposed seating with environmentally friendly elements 
Provide enough urban furniture and 

suitable lighting 
1. Park furniture, lighting and pavement should portray the historical and cultural image of Sari city. 

Install safety protections and 
explanatory signs 

1. Fences are installed at the pedestrian path ends, which have raised overhead water. 
2. For defense in concrete flood control areas, use green technology. 
3. Make physical access to the river and protections or safety signs. 

4. Suggest fences in areas with a steep slope for protection. 
5. Make safety as protections at a steep bank and deep-water area. 

6. Make rocks or decks to get access to water. 
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5. Conclusion: 
 The function of riverfronts is related to both the ecological and social aspects. By reducing contaminants in 
urban rivers, increasing biodiversity, preventing soil erosion and water loss, and protecting the flood can make 
the ecological balance. By giving the chance to visitors to link with natural water  that have visual beauty, and 
richness of the environments can make the socio- cultural balance of the riverfront [16]. Open spaces, gardens 
and urban riverfronts need to be preserved or created in order to prevent overcrowding. People will be far more 
productive if they live in a pleasant and quality environment. The provision of parks, open spaces and sporting 
facilities enhances the quality of inhabitants’ life in cities. However, these recreation areas need to be plan.  
With careful planning, a clean and quality environment can be provided more easily. In other hand, with the 
integration between the retained riverfront and the green corridors, the relationship between construction sites 
and artificial reservoirs and the preservation of the aesthetic features can help to form a complete green network 
as a global socio-cultural approach. Thus by combining the ecological knowledge into the design process can 
achieved more desirable socio-ecological effects and fewer undesirable side effects. Socio- cultural 
development act  as possibilities of understanding aesthetic, recreational, and educational benefits with 
preserving habitats and wildlife in waterfront improvement. 
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